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 ON SYRIAN LITURGICAL CHANT

 By LUDWIG BONVIN

 T HE Journal Asiatique, 1912 and 1913, contains a series of
 articles on Syrian music by the Benedictine monk Dom
 Jeannin. These articles desreve our consideration. Dechev-

 rens and other Gregorian scholars have repeatedly drawn our
 attention to the importance of the Oriental liturgical music in
 clearing up many a problem of the Gregorian chant; and this
 is but natural, the Latin liturgical chant having its origin in the
 Orient. Dom Jeannin is of the same opinion. "The problem
 of the Gregorian rhythm," he writes, "still affords room for further
 investigations. We believe that these investigations, in order to
 be fruitful, must preferably concern themselves with the Oriental
 music: the ekphonetic notation, the ekphonetic music presup-
 posed by this notation, the rhythm actually in use in the Churches
 of the Orient...We should not be surprised that the final result
 of these studies lead to new practical conclusions for the Gregorian
 chant."

 The Syrian melodies, he thinks, present a real archaeological
 interest. The circumstance, it is true, that they have been
 transmitted to us only through the channel of oral tradition,
 obliges us to suppose some modifications in their original con-
 texture; we can, further, easily discover in them a certain number
 of foreign ingredients. But it is, nevertheless, extremely probable
 that there exists in the actual Syrian chant a primitive fund
 which doubtless reaches back to the very centuries which have
 seen the creation of the literary production in use in the liturgy,
 Dom Jeannin's opinion rests chiefly upon the fact of the dia-
 tonicity which even to-day forms the tonal basis of this chant.
 We cannot assume, he writes, that the Syrian nation, having
 accepted the language and the civilization of its conquerors,
 has adopted, after the Arabic invasion, a whole musical system
 so different from the Arabian theories; the Syrians, for that reason,
 must have possessed their music system before that time.

 We believe, therefore, that an extract from the studies of
 the learned Benedictine, and especially some practical musical
 examples taken from the Syrian liturgy, will be welcomed by
 musicians in general as well as by Gregorian scholars in particular.
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 In the last decades, it is true, Oriental melodies have re-
 peatedly been published in rather unreliable notation. This,
 however, is not the case with Dom Jeannin. He first gives
 accurate particulars of his endeavors to draw from the best
 sources of the Oriental chant tradition, and then of his method of
 transcription. The following facts bear the best evidence of his
 conscientiousness.

 He had, first of all, the advantage of listening to the litur-
 gical chant performed at the daily services at Charfe. A choir,
 however, singing only from memory, seldom attains that unity
 which is more easily met with in those choirs which follow a text
 fixed by notation; Dom Jeannin, therefore, preferred to consult
 the choirmasters themselves. As all those who have occupied
 themselves with the noting of Oriental songs, he found that these
 choirmasters had sometimes their hesitations: their intonations,
 their rhythm offered, at the repetition of more difficult pieces,
 slight variants. In all such cases D. Jeannin had the piece or
 the passage repeated up to the moment where a serious confronta-
 tion led to the version which appeared to him to offer, in good
 criticism, the actually existing usage of Charfe. In certain cases
 he found himself obliged to indicate both manners of executing
 one and the same note.

 As to the education necessary to an European ear for giving
 an accurate account of Oriental music, he tells us that even
 before going to the Orient, he had begun it by transcribing several
 hundred Chaldean melodies which Qas Samuel David, then stu-
 dent at the Grand Seminaire at Marseilles, sang for him. It goes
 without saying that his long sojourns in the Orient allowed him
 to perfect this education.

 "Never," he writes, "did I permit myself, in my work, to
 deviate in the least from the rule which I had laid down to my-
 self when I began it: Transcribe scrupulously and without pre-
 conception of any kind what my ears will perceive. And by
 preconception I understand not only the various musical theories
 in existence about Oriental music, but also the theories which, for
 instance, a comparison between what I was just noting down
 and other formulas already noted could suggest. I thought
 that I should even go so far in my conscientiousness as to tran-
 scribe things which in my opinion were manifestly erroneous,
 rather than to make modifications in the musical text I heard,
 however justified these modifications might appear to me."

 I shall soon reproduce a certain number of these transcriptions.
 These musical examples as well as D. Jeannin's remarks lead to
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 conclusions which, in view of the already mentioned Oriental origin
 of the Gregorian chant, are of no small importance in the much
 controverted question of the latter's rhythm. These conclusions
 are the following:

 1. The old and venerable Syrian chant moves in tones whose
 correct notation demands notes of different and proportional
 duration, notes which embrace the whole variety of our modern note

 (o c. J. JihLl.
 2. The succession and the practical execution of these notes

 are such that in a great part of the Syrian musical repertory they
 form modern measures, and this not only because such measures
 can be formed with their time-values, but because the metrical
 accentuation (the strong first beat of the measure and the follow-
 ing weak beats) makes itself felt. And Dom Jeannin especially
 remarks that it is not from the text that the melody gets these
 accents: the melody has them of itself. On the contrary the
 accents of the text are not seldom a disturbance to the met-
 rical accentuation. (See the following example VI.)-Be it said
 in passing that in the Latin liturgical chant it is the hymns
 that correspond to this kind of chant, regularly arranged in
 measures.

 3. Among the Syrian melodies there are some which use
 only one kind of measure in their whole course; others, on the
 contrary, contain different measures and interchange them
 irregularly.

 4. There are, however, chants which cannot or scarcely can
 be arranged in measures, because their notes with their different
 durations are too irregular in their accentuation and succession;
 they would, therefore, demand a confusing change of measures
 and a too great variety of them. A further hindrance is found in
 the fact that in many a melody there are shorter or longer passages
 which are performed in tempo rubato, i. e., with free, more or less
 arbitrary treatment of time. In these melodies, however, as well
 as in our modern music, the rubato does not destroy the different
 durations of the notes, but allows even their characteristic and
 fundamental proportionality to be felt. D. Jeannin's transcrip-
 tions demonstrate this clearly. The rubato execution of some of
 the pieces, therefore, does not do away with the fact that Syrian
 music, as a whole, consists of notes of different and proportional
 duration, just as little as this is the case with the rubato in modern
 European music.
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 Some passages from D. Jeannin's article relative to the
 foregoing conclusions will be welcomed by the reader.

 He quotes approvingly the remark of the savant D. Parisot,
 that Syrian music forms regular measures, but "that in most
 cases the metrical uniformity is interrApted, and that therefore,
 in order to transcribe sincerely the rhythmical movement of
 these melodies, it is necessary to use measures of different kinds
 in the course of one and the same musical phrase." "But," he adds,
 "it must be said that there exist a considerable number of Syrian
 melodies which are built with all the regularity of our Occidental
 popular melodies." He contradicts the opinion, which Aubry
 seems to hold, that the measure of these melodies consists only of
 one single chronos (beat or pulse), and that all beats are dynamic-
 ally equal, i. e., that there exists neither a strong nor a weak beat.
 "That would be as much as to admit that, apart from isochronism
 (system of beats of equal duration) and apart from a musical ac-
 centuation taken solely from the accentuation of the liturgical
 text, there is nothing in the Syrian rhythm. Doubtless the
 measures are for the most part of different kinds in the same piece,
 but in the measures that we are noting down there is an alter-
 nate succession, at least in most cases, of strong beats and weak
 beats, a succession in itself independent of the liturgical text.
 Besides, in the midst of the concatenation of different measures,
 most of the time one single kind of measure is perceived which
 serves as a common rhythmic substratum." The best proof
 that D. Parisot, just as little as D. Jeannin, has employed
 bar lines simply in order to indicate in the music the transparence
 of the poetical rhythm, is the fact that he has used such measure
 indications even for melismas, for passages containing numerous
 notes to a syllable, where the text is but one syllable prolonged,
 and where, therefore, there can be no question of "the trans-
 parence of the poetical rythm." "It is, however, true that the
 accents of the text are not seldom working against the more or-
 dinary rhythm which consists in the strong beat being the first
 of the measure. But it remains nevertheless an established fact
 that the Syrian measure, although it is not uniform, nor of an ab-
 solute regularity, has in most cases a periodic recurrence of musical
 ictuses. And be it remarked, the same fact holds good, rather
 often, although with less rigor, for the category of those chants
 which are not arranged in measures. Of these we shall now
 speak.

 In the foregoing we have treated, in fact, of that kind of
 rhythmical freedom which mixes in the same melody various
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 On Syrian Liturgical Chant 597

 measures. But in order to be entirely sincere in the transcrip-
 tion, it is necessary to go farther: there exist pieces of Oriental
 music, Syrian and others, which demand to be noted down with-
 out any measure indications at all. It goes without saying that
 the forms of simple cantillation, the recitations which rest merely
 upon the accents of the text, are of that sort. But here belongs
 also a whole category of chants, most flourished, with numerous
 vocalises and in which the musical rhythm, though more free than
 elsewhere, nevertheless exists. In the Syrian melodies, which I
 have transcribed without indicating any measures, it often happens
 that the metrical rhythm asserts itself rather rigorously; but
 then suddenly a freer gait, a tempo rubato, makes itself felt."
 "At any rate it would rather often be possible to introduce in the
 transcription even of these pieces, besides the proportional divi-
 sions of the musical beats, also indications for the ordinarily peri-
 odical recurrence of strong beats, of course, in variously alternat-
 ing measures of different kind. If, therefore, we have omitted, in
 these cases, any measure indications, it was only because these
 indications would have led to a mathematical execution. And

 precisely what constitutes the particular character of theses pieces
 is the lack of rigor in the measure, an ad libitum which allows pro-
 longing or shortening here one note, there another note."

 Here are a few of the examples of Syrian chants which D.
 Jeannin has presented in his essay:

 Allegretto

 L ;U - A, I, Il I I K,, 12

 __ _ ___ ___ ___ _ I l m-n < _ /c ' jr *1 , 1 ]I_ - -.- : _- r . - ,_ -_ _ _ -_ - W _ _ w-, s - IJ IJ- L ljJIJI-(-,_
 Andante

 MLJJIJIJJIJ J JIJJ JIJ i IJ JIhjJ
 b) shu - she - fo
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 1LJ ~J i. I|l ~rJ J ITJJ' ~ I"J- i i I | T t . I
 bgel

 J-L 2 IN I M' I 1 1 1; I I i-I'll XI
 ion-ai - hun ..

 ,L jiJJi A JJIIF II;1X J isff I _ . J .-11

 I beg to draw the attention of the reader to the similarity
 of the passages in fat type a) and b) with the Modus I of the
 Toni K Gloria Patri ad introitum of the Vatican Edition of the
 Gregorian chant:

 Chant:

 a) _  b)

 Glori-aPatri et Filo et -ri-tu- Sacto....scu-orum.A-men. E u a e

 Glori a Patri et Filio et Spi-ri-tu-i Sancto.... smcu-lorum. A- men. E u o u a e

 At the places marked with ! the treatment of the text is
 surprising-a rest splits the word. The same can be observed
 in the following fragment of another chant at the words Jeshu
 (Jesus) and dargo:

 6 j J J r J J J
 wta-meh d'Je - shu sa-ghi
 men haw dar - go dbeh-go

 In this melody we meet further with the following interesting
 passage:

 P F r M I 1

 I call it interesting because the Gregorian scholar finds
 there the exact prototype of the Gregorian neumic trivirga with
 an episema on each virga, as we see it in Dechevrens' transcrip-
 tion. According to one of the two probable modes of execution
 this group of notes and generally the so called notce repercussce
 were performed by introducing a note, small, slight and swiftly
 sung, between the repeated principal tone.
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 m
 (Last Will of St. Ephrem)

 Allegretto tIi

 y) .njJ l'ffrha. Jj.[-, r

 L,J,. li' I, J J.J i I sl iJ 'lj: mIj I

 ^ 6 I 1--1 4-. I[ -J

 - ..-r~ __. ___ _ I I ::I -J-i J 1 I ' I 1- + I I ,- I w-- I i I-

 Dom Jeannin writes Allegro molto in ?

 IV

 and -3 time. 2

 A Allegro

 I -- J J I - -I . I l- Ijj

 j j I J Jm I J tI J J II J J Ih j Jt:] J

 Allegro_ 3 times

 V 2 ll: J J Ii JL IJ IlJ I1 4 J J L]f J
 twice

 $b 1: J I lJ IJ I J :11I1 JI , I. ,
 It sounds like a Litany.

 Allegro moderato
 jA4 r- I 1+

 +

 r1 ,.~ ,F ,,
 t J- I JI l J J IJ J J -J J 4,

 Mo - ran et ra -ham a - lain Mo-ran qua-bel tesh mesh -tan

 - a + -+ +- _ ~ -.- , .-, ,  _ _ + ____
 I~ --, r-

 " '-4 F -, a' r , I J._I- j Ij J JI i ' I J J
 Sha dir lan men beth ga: * zokhl -n6 -no rah me wshub q6 - no.

 This is an example of text accents disturbingly influencing the
 metrical accentuation of the music: the accents of the text impart
 their strength to the melody and make it appear as if, at +, on
 the last beat, each time an unexpected measure be introduced
 with its dynamically emphasized beginning. "Practically," D.

 VI
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 Jeannin tells us, "the Syrian singers strongly emphasize the up-
 beat, on account of the word accent, and then impart a lesser
 ictus to the first beat of the following measure."

 The above piece shows at the clef the signature of the ternary
 time; "it must, however, be said that the binary time is much
 more frequent in Syrian music."

 "In some few cases the regular alternation of the duple and
 the triple rhythm brings about a real 4- measure." An ex-
 ample of this is offered in the following piece.

 Allegro

 vJn Jl j.c l j E i ' J J i r
 C)

 At + we see the prototype of the Gregorian ornament
 called oriscus as deciphered by Dechevrens.

 I now present pieces which are not arranged in measures:
 Andantino 4 times

 vm ijLA llgetJ J+8f 3 t hal.J PI (It J J -cai

 Ms Allegretto + 3 tin (with small variations) +

 vix : J J, J - MgJ7 JJ

 I +._

 pofii. tSr -- .- . -^ - ^ 9--"

 Notice in three places, at +, the groups of two notes to a syl-
 lable. They also often occur in the Gregorian melodies of the
 Vatican edition.

 Allegro moderato (Quasi ad lib.)

 X . jm jo ' j )rni C) s vet rail. 4-Y- x J J

 J. r J. h -iJ . , J_-J',.
 repeated *ith very small changes

 a hIemp o .1 -i, i _

 r- I 3 L.. . . Da Capo al Pine

 ' - :.- '~~,~t

 -CT-3JJJ?i.;~J -^ U J J-^a-J ~ " L JML'nL A- - F.. 1

 L `

 0) -.- " w -5  ""----j- :2enpo IwtlC.
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 Here (and in No. XII) the resemblance of the ornaments
 and of the sudden stagnations in the rhythm with the Gregorian
 flourished melodies transcribed by Dechevrens, is striking.

 I have quoted this fragment in order to draw attention to the
 similar practice of a balancing on two notes occurring in the tra-
 ditional Latin chant. Compare, for instance, the second versicle
 of the Tractus on the 1st Sunday in Lent:

 ref - gi - m e - um De - us

 The successions of notes on the same degree which we often
 observe in the Syrian chant (see, for instance, Nos. II and III
 at +) are also met with in the Vaticana, e. g. in the versicle of the
 Gradual Sederunt, on the feast of St. Stephen, at the passage:
 Salvum me fac propter misericordiam.

 XII
 Hallelula

 Allegretto (un pooo ad ib.) accel.  a tempo

 Hal - Hal- le -

 accet. a teno

 - ,- e..

 . . _do- - - - " ij-

 ^ Tr i , f : X ^rT '^-r X--r -f t -lu T-r-L^^g rm-l tg i': Wl rI"

 ..... lu , . .

 Andante

 xin JL J JJ JJJ JJ^'"^, _ L' i r I_ r. -.... , -

 AO J .. IJ r J J.' J hiJ. i J '- w I - m - - - _

 601
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 -a tempo

 " -tpocol - ..Pcaccel. -- '

 ja. -

 A? ^ A ^J A A - 8 roco'--.
 a_ ~/ A A A A A A A A 3A ^-

 T r r r^-^ ; ^ ;i. r J- -*r r r r
 __A A A A A A A A . A

 _-'F F_ _ _ _
 In the course of this article we had more than once the

 opportunity of remarking that the Syrian melodies, so conscien-
 tiously transcribed by D. Jeannin, agree with the results of the
 researches of the great Gregorian savant A. Dechevrens in regard
 to Gregorian chant. Gregorian chant, as it is known, has been
 sorely damaged, since the 10th century, by the influence of the
 execution in diaphony or organum then introduced. It has
 lost its rhythm, so much so that to-day a school-the Solesmes
 school-could arise, which assumes that in Gregorian music all
 notes are of equal duration. The original Gregorian rhythm,
 however, has been rediscovered lately, in principle and in many
 details, by A. Dechevrens, after indefatigably studying the medie-
 val Gregorian authors and the old neumic codices as well as by
 his thoughtful comparison with the Oriental liturgical chant. It is
 now an established fact that Gregorian chant has its origin in the
 Orient; the well preserved rhythm of the so conservative Oriental
 Churches was, therefore, a source of light which had to be regarded,
 when there was question of investigating the original rhythm of
 the Occidental liturgical chant. From this standpoint the rhythmi-
 cal contexture of the Syrian melodies gains a new and practical
 interest: it is a confirmation of Dechevrens' life work.

 As a supplement, I offer an harmonization of example II
 with English words adapted to the melody. This English text
 is a free translation of the Latin hymn: Altitudo, quid hic jaces.
 The verses not being sufficient in number for the original musical
 phrases, and the caesuras of the new text being different at times,
 it has been necessary to abridge the piece to some extent and to
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 Thou, the Highest
 Altitudo, quid hie iaces

 Hymn for Christmastide
 (Harmonized by Ludwig Bonvin S.J.)

 For Voices in Unison

 Syrian melody

 Andante ' ' l - --

 1. Thou, the High-est, art now ly - ing In a_ low-ly_ man- ger-
 2.Thou,the Might-y, now so fee-ble! Thou,the Boundless, now_so
 3.Thee,the Brightness all il - lum-ing, Low-ly_ lin- en_ clothesand

 1. Al - ti - tii - do, quid hic ia- ces In tam vi - li_ st - bu-
 2. For-ti - t - do in - fir'- m-tur, Par-va_ fit im - mn - si-
 3. Cla-ri - tu - do An-ge - 16-rum Vi-li_ pan-no te - gi-
 Andante

 PR J Jj J J' l rr
 Organ

 . , , .J . J lJ JlI J Ij7 -
 bed; Thou,the Mak-er of_the heavens, Art by_ low- ty mor-tals led.
 wee! Thou, the Sav-iour! now a captive! Thou,th'E - ter- nal, born for me.
 veils; Thee,who feed-est all that liv-eth, All but mothers care now fails.

 I j I I J J J IJ I J J J'| J i I |- 1 J1-r
 Qui cre - a- sti
 Li-be - ra- tor

 Do-mi - na-tor,

 ce - li fa-ces, Al-ges in pree - s -pi - o.
 al - li - ga-tur, Na- sci - tur ae - t6r-ni - tas.
 Rex coe - 16-rum Ma-tris la-cte - li - tur.

 Copyright, 1918, by f. Schirmer

 lo?

 tas;
 tur;

 28489
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 Poco piu vivo  accel.
 _-?c _f  calando

 1-3. 0, love's won-ders most a - stound - ing, Je- - sus,
 1-3. 0 quam mi - ra per-pe - tra - sti, Je - - su,

 __" accel. __ - < I
 ' --. #-. .

 L i I ' CUtaflnU7a

 ~. i) I , f A I I ;

 -j ' J 4 --I J 'I i
 Thou for man hast_ wrought, Com-ing down in
 pro - pter h6 - mi - nem, Tam ar - dn - - ter

 Ib * - i m ' nP i

 3_ ^ ^IZ Tempo I1

 k JI -Jl ^'l J l | J |i jlJ J |g
 grace a - bound - ing Man to save who loved Thee
 quem a - m - - sti, Pa - ra di - so, ex - u

 t - f C- . . f.3
 ~ 3

 gb i f ' I J J I jn^O i J J 1 1 Xit.

 nought, Man to save w ho loved Thee nought.
 lem, Pa- ra - di - - - so x - u - lem.

 ?( i _r b ' Y,,.,:. ii; I5-;L=-~~FF=$;Mr
 I rF  F  I I I '1 !  r
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 On Syrian Liturgical Chant 603

 introduce slight modifications. This procedure, however, leaves
 the original melody substantially untouched, as a comparison
 with example II shows. As to the merit of the melody I believe
 I am not mistaken, if I assume that, owing to its euphony and
 nobleness, it would not be unworthy of performance by an Occi-
 dental choir.
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